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Abstract
The concept of p-cycles provides many characteristics, which are benﬁcial for deployment and operation in WDM networks. We present a detailed analysis of the
resource eﬃciency addressing several issues, which are essential to WDM networks.
This includes novel investigations about the inﬂuence of the length of working paths
and a detailed redundancy comparison of p-cycles with prevalent protection mechanisms.
In addition, we ﬁnd several trends in the optimal p-cycle network design. One
is the capacity smoothing eﬀect that can be related to analytical capacity bounds.
We can also identify that shorter p-cycles can facilitate optimal design in demand
hot-spot regions.
Finally, we propose a novel concept of p-paths, which, when used additionally in
a p-cycle design, is able to improve capacity eﬃcieny. This concept is also interesting
in terms of both theoretical bounding conditions and practical deployment.
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Introduction

Optical networks require recovery mechanisms, which use network resources eﬃciently,
achieve fast recovery times, and are feasible in operation and management. It emerges
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that the link-recovery mechanism concept of preconﬁgured protection cycles, or “p-cycles”
for short, can meet these requirements [1, 2].
This paper comprises a detailed analysis on the resource eﬃciency, which is typically
expressed in capacity or cost. While many research works have already indicated the
p-cycles’ resource eﬃciency, we pursue further analysis diﬀering from existing literature
(summarized below). In particular, we address the physical length of working paths, which
is an important parameter for WDM networks and which inﬂuences the capacity eﬃciency.
We also relate design results to theoretical results by ﬁnding a capacity smoothing eﬀect. In
addition, we propose the novel and attractive concept of p-paths, which are substructures
of p-cycles. This paper builds upon the study in the previous conference contribution [3]
and aims to provide a comprehensive presentation of the topic.
The ﬁrst paper on p-cycles [1] by Grover and Stamatelakis considers models for the
optimal design of p-cycle networks with 100% restorability. Five test network designs
show that no or little additional capacity (“excess sparing”) is needed in relation to a
network with link-restoration. Reference [4] proves for fully meshed graphs with suﬃcient
working and spare capacity that a preconﬁgured link protection mechanism can protect
at best (N − 2) working links for every spare capacity unit consumed (N is here the
number of nodes on the preconﬁguration pattern). This limit is reached by p-cycles, but
not by trees. The authors also show that, under the above assumptions, the redundancy
of p-cycle networks is 1/(d − 1) with the number of p-cycle nodes tending to the number
of network nodes (d is the average nodal degree in the network). Technical report [5]
indicates that p-cycles are eﬃcient from the structural point-of-view. In the study, a genetic
algorithm can form arbitrary preconﬁgured protection patterns to optimize the network
protection capacity. In the results, many optimal patterns resemble cyclic patterns, then
called p-cycles, giving rise to use only these cycles as patterns for the optimization.
Grover and Doucette [6] compare results of non-joint optimization and joint optimization, and show that the joint design is much better in capacity than the non-joint design.
The book by Grover [7] embraces much of the work on p-cycles summarzed so far. In
the book, also Hamiltonian p-cycles are described. Hamiltonian p-cycles are the basis for
presenting lower capacity bounds and the concept of semi-homogeneous p-cycle networks,
in which every link carries a working capacity of w, except for selected links (protected as
straddling links), which can carry w or 2w.
Lipes [8] investigates electrically switched optical networks with dedicated and shared
protection and optically switched networks with dedicated and p-cycle protection. In all
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cases, the grooming function is electrical. Optically switched networks deploy optionally
transponders. The author shows for a nine-node network that the p-cycle approach has
signiﬁcantly less total cost than the other architectures. This is mainly due to sparing in
o-e-o conversions, since p-cycles realize shorter working paths and since the transponders
for protection paths serve a double purpose, accessing p-cycles and regenerating the signal.
For single link failure scenarios, Rajan and Atamtürk [9] compare optimization results
obtained by a joint formulation for unidirectional p-cycles, by an entire reconﬁguration of
the network, and by non-joint p-cycle optimization. In the results, the capacity eﬃciency
of the joint optimization comes close to the one of reconﬁguration, whereas a larger gap in
eﬃciency resides between joint and non-joint optimization.
In [10], Birkan et al. present integer linear programs for joint optimization of static
p-cycles including network equipment. For the eligible cycle set, the authors generate the
k-shortest node-disjoint cycles, which do not contain links that cross. Compared with
designs of networks without protection, p-cycles require 87-94% additional cost in test
cases. Note that the test cases do not seem to allow low cost levels, since even shared
path protection could outperform this only by a value of 73%. The study also investigates
robust design for a given uncertainty of the demand. A set of demand matrices which
occur with a given probability are given and the design aims to minimize a regret function.
The regret function represents the tradeoﬀ between the equipment cost of the design and
the demand that is not carried because of lack of capacity in the design. The main intend
of the authors is to motivate the employment of ILPs in the design of WDM networks. At
the expense of optimality, they suggest to calculate with an allowed optimality gap of 5%
reducing the computation times by a factor exceeding 1800 in many cases.
Mauz [11] investigates the joint p-cycle design problem for WDM networks with full
wavelength conversion using an ILP, and no wavelength conversion using a heuristic. As
in [3], the designs are based on unidirectional p-cycles. The paper proposes as heuristic
approach for networks without wavelength conversion, a ﬁrst-ﬁt method to assign the
wavelengths and p-cycles to working paths. For sample networks designed by the two
approaches, networks without conversion require 40-60% more capacity than networks
with full conversion. In [12], Mauz investigates the capacity of p-cycles using ILP and the
joint approach. A case study results in redundancy values of 0.6, 0.7, and 1.3 for three
hypothetical European networks with degree 4.3, 3, and 2.4, respectively.
Reference [3] investigates the deployment of p-cycles in WDM networks with and without wavelength conversion. The authors develop optimization models for the conﬁguration
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of the cycles and apply these on a case study for a pan-European network. The results in
particular for wavelength converting networks show that p-cycles achieve high eﬃciency. A
special consideration is the dependency on the allowed maximum physical p-cycle length.
Unlike this paper, in [3] unidirectional p-cycles are used.
Reference [13] elaborates on the conﬁguration of p-cycles in WDM networks with limited
wavelength conversion. A major ﬁnding is that the total number of converters required for
the network as a whole can be greatly reduced, with only a small increase in protection
capacity.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the protection principle of
p-cycles. Section 3 contains the mathematical optimization model for p-cycle network
design. Section 4 details several redundancy measures for the assessment of resource efﬁciency. Representative case study networks are summarized in Section 5. Sections 6
and 7 discuss numerical results regarding the length of working paths and of p-cycles,
respectively. Section 8 presents the concept of “p-paths.” Section 9 concludes the paper.

2

Protection Principle

We can regard p-cycles as a link-recovery mechanism. It is particularly interesting for
optical networks, since link failures are the most frequent failure events in these networks.
We assume a network in which connections are switched individually (e.g., a WDM
network with protection-switching on the optical channel level). Figure 1 depicts the protection principle of p-cycles for link protection. The p-cycle in Figure 1(a) is preconﬁgured
as a closed connection on the cycle B-C-D-F-E-B. Preconﬁguration means that the conﬁguration is done before a failure occurs.
The p-cycle is able to protect working capacity on its own links, called on-cycle links,
as shown in Figure 1(b). Upon failure of on-cycle link B-C, the p-cycle oﬀers protection
by the route on the remainder of the cycle (C-D-F-E-B). The protectable capacity on oncycle links is thus one capacity unit. The protection of on-cycle links is logically equal
to multiplex-section shared protection rings (MS-SPRings) in SDH and bidirectional lineswitched rings (BLSRs) in SONET [14]. Unlike these rings, however, p-cycles also protect
links outside the p-cycle path: Each link that has both its end points on the p-cycle
can also be protected. Figure 1(c) shows the protection of such a link (E-D), which is
called straddling link. We can provide two protection routes for straddling links, in the
example, routes E-B-C-D and E-F-D. In eﬀect, we can protect two working capacity units
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of straddling links.
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(a) A p-cycle (dashed line) in a (b) Protection of an on-cycle link. (c) Protection of a straddling link.
network.

Figure 1: Protection principle of p-cycles for link protection.
Since the nodes adjacent to the failure perform protection switching, fast recovery times
are possible. By analogy to automatic protection switching of SONET/SDH rings, we can
assume recovery times of 50 ms.

3

Joint Optimization Model for p-Cycle Selection

We review the basic mathematical optimization model for the capacity-optimal selection
of both working connections and link-protecting p-cycles. This model is called “joint”
optimization model [6, 15, 11]. The other alternative is the “non-joint” optimization model,
where working connections are routed ﬁrst and the resulting working capacity on the links
is given as ﬁxed input for the optimal p-cycle selection [1, 2, 3].
The network to be protected is modeled by graph G = (V, E). Associated with the
graph are edge costs ze , ∀e ∈ E, working capacities we , ∀e ∈ E, and protection capacities pe , ∀e ∈ E.
Based on (precomputed) cycles with index-set C, the two matrices Π and Φ of size
(|E|, |C|) are given. An matrix entry πe,k ∈ {0, 1} of Π indicates whether edge e ∈ E is
element of cycle k. The matrix entry φe,k ∈ {0, 1, 2} of Φ indicates how many working
capacity units on edge e ∈ E are protectable by a p-cycle unit on cycle k ∈ C. These latter
matrix entries correspond to the useful paths, as denoted in [1], i.e., the number of useful
paths a p-cycle can oﬀer for protection of the edge.
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At this point we also deﬁne the straddling link matrix Σ = 12 (Φ − Π). A matrix
entry σe,k ∈ {0, 1} of Σ indicates whether edge e ∈ E is a straddling link of cycle k ∈ C (i.e.,
has a “straddling relationship” to the cycle [2]) or not. A column of the matrix Π + Σ =
Φ − Σ in eﬀect indicates which edges can be protected by the corresponding cycle, without
quantifying how much capacity can be protected on each edge.
For the p-cycles conﬁguration, we are interested in the number of p-cycle units nk for
each cycle k ∈ C that is needed, i.e., the cycle capacity on cycle k.
For joint optimization, we additionally have to model working capacity computation.
For a path-ﬂow formulation, we are given a set of demand pairs D ⊂ V × V , and for each
demand pair δ ∈ D the number of demands dδ , an index-set of eligible working paths Qδ ,
and indicators γe,q ∈ {0, 1} being one if working path q ∈ Qδ is on link e ∈ E, zero
otherwise. Additional solution variables are the demand ﬂow variables fδ,q .
We state the problem for joint optimization as follows:
min


e∈E

pe

=



ze (we + pe )

(1)

πe,k nk , ∀e ∈ E

(2)

φe,k nk , ∀e ∈ E

(3)

k∈C



we

≤

we

=

dδ

=

pe

∈

[0, ∞), ∀e ∈ E

(6)

we

∈

[0, ∞), ∀e ∈ E

(7)

fδ,q

∈

{0, 1, 2, . . .}, ∀δ ∈ D, q ∈ Qδ

(8)

nk

∈

{0, 1, 2, . . .}, ∀k ∈ C

(9)

k∈C

 

δ∈D q∈Qδ



q∈Qδ

γe,q fδ,q , ∀e ∈ E

fδ,q , ∀δ ∈ D

(4)
(5)

The Objective (1) minimizes the cost-weighted total capacity. Constraints (2) determine the protection capacity allocation, and Constraints (3) ensure the working capacity
to be protected. Note that the right-hand side of (3) is the protectable capacity, which can
be larger than the working capacity. Constraints (4) determine a link’s working capacity
by the sub-ﬂows of all demands on the link. For a demand pair, Constraints (5) equate
the demand to its individual sub-ﬂows on the given paths. The working and protection
capacity variables, which are auxiliary variables here, are deﬁned in (6) and (7), respec-
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tively. The integer ﬂows (which can be upper bounded by their demands) are deﬁned in (8)
and the integer p-cycle units are deﬁned in (9).
The joint optimization problem has 2|E| continuous variables, (|C| +



δ∈D

|Qδ |) integer

variables, and (3|E| + |D|) constraints. Using variable substitution of (2) in (1) and (4)
in (3), the continuous variables are dropped and the number of constraints reduces to (|E|+
|D|).

4

Network Redundancy

To normalize capacity and cost values, we deﬁne several redundancy measures [7] and
derive a simple bound on the logical redundancy.
We deﬁne the logical redundancy (r), or simply redundancy, as the ratio of the protection
capacity to the working capacity. The cost-weighted redundancy (rc ) is the ratio of the costweighted protection capacity to the cost-weighted working capacity, where the weights
are given cost-values per link. Consider an optimal working capacity design, yielding
the minimum possible working capacity, and denote the diﬀerence between the working
capacity of any other design and this capacity as additional working capacity. The standard
redundancy (rs ) is the ratio of the sum of the protection capacity and the additional working
capacity to the minimum possible working capacity. With an analogous weighting to costweighted redundancy, we deﬁne the cost-weighted standard redundancy (rcs ).
A lower bound on the logical redundancy of link-recovery in networks with homogeneous
capacity can be derived as follows. After failure of physical link i ∈ E in Figure 2, the
surviving links have to provide enough protection capacity to carry the working capacity
wi ≤





pj = −pi +

j∈Em

j∈Em

pj , ∀i ∈ Em , m ∈ V

(10)

i=j

where Em is the set of edges incident to node m ∈ V .
For homogeneous link capacity wi + pi = c, ∀i ∈ E holds (note that we do not have any
further spare capacity). We simplify Relation (10) into
c≤


j∈Em

pj , ∀m ∈ V.

(11)

Formula (11) says, that the protection capacity node m “sees” is at least as high as the
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Figure 2: A node m with the set of incident links Em connecting the dm adjacent nodes
and the failure of some incident link i.
capacity of one link. Therefore, in the optimal case, every node sees the same protection
capacity, independently of its degree.
Summing Inequality (11) over all nodes yields
|V |c ≤

 
m∈V j∈Em

With |E|c =


e∈E


e∈E

pe .

(we + pe ) and the average nodal degree d =

the logical redundancy


e∈E

r= 

e∈E
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pj = 2

pe
we

≥

1
.
d−1

(12)
2|E|
,
|V |

we ﬁnd the bound on

(13)

Case Study Networks

We investigate several properties of p-cycles with a focus on networks having full wavelength conversion. Reference [13] shows that we can treat a WDM network with appropriate
partial wavelength conversion as a network with full wavelength conversion. In other words,
we are able to achieve the results for networks without wavelength continuity constraints
by general WDM networks if we deploy a moderate degree of conversion in the network.
Furthermore, today’s networks, based on point-to-point WDM systems terminated by o-eo conversion [14], are more likely to migrate to networks with full wavelength conversion
ﬁrst, and in future, technology advances in wavelength conversion and regeneration (e.g.,
optical wavelength conversion [14] and optical regeneration working on multiple channels)
could make these networks even cost-eﬀective. Conversely, restrictions that hold for full
converting networks also hold for networks with no or some wavelength conversion.
We study four simple (no self-loops and no parallel links) and two-node-connected
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Table 1: Characteristic parameters of the case study networks.
eur net239 eur net266 ger net nsf net
Number of nodes |V |
11
28
17
14
Number of links |E|
26
41
26
21
4.73
2.93
3.06
3.00
Average nodal degree d
Sum of physical link lengths (in km)
15045
25640
4427
27280
Longest shortest path in physical length (in km)
1660
5051
951
5316
Number of (simple) cycles |C|
3531
1469
135
139
Average hop cycle length
8.75
16.35
9.78
9.59
Maximum hop cycle length
11
27
17
14

dδ
176
1008
1021
2710
Total demand
δ∈D

physical networks. The eur net239 network is based on the pan-European network as
used in the COST Action 239 [16]. In order to derive bidirectional lightpath granularity
from the demand matrix in [16], we adapt two unsymmetrical demand pairs by taking the
higher value and divide the values for the given demand transmission rates by 2.5 Gbit/s.
The next three networks are the optical transport network reference scenarios as suggested
in [17]. The eur net266 network is based on the “basic reference topology (BT) for a
pan-European ﬁbre-optic network” as deﬁned in the COST Action 266 [18]. The ger net
network is based on a hypothetical national backbone network as used, for instance, in [19].
The nsf net network is based on the National Science Foundation Network (NSFNET)
used, for instance, in [20]. Table 1 lists several parameters of the networks.
We optimize using the model in Section 3 and CPLEX [21]. The demand of the networks
is scaled by 10 and the objective is physical length based, i.e., ze = le where le denotes the
length of the physical link e ∈ E.

6

Dependency on the Length of Working Paths

We discuss optimization results for the networks with special respect to the physical length
of the working paths. We start with an analysis of the diﬀerent redundancies, relate several
capacity smoothing eﬀects to the theoretical results of Section 4, and end with a closer
look at the length characteristics of working paths.
We analyze the dependency on the length of working paths by varying the maximum
allowed relative deviation from the shortest paths. We denote this deviation β. In other
words, we allow paths for a demand pair to be at most (1 + β) times longer than the
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shortest possible path. We add these substitutable constraints to the problem
fδ,q = 0, ∀δ ∈ D, q ∈ Qδ : lδ,q > (1 + β) min lδ,a
a∈Qδ

(14)

where lδ,a denotes the physical length of a path with indices δ ∈ D and a ∈ Qδ . By
setting β = 0, we obtain the non-joint optimization problem based on working capacity
obtained by shortest path routing, if all the shortest paths are unique. This holds for all
our networks except for eur net239, for which the results are, however, comparable if some
shortest path is chosen.

6.1

Redundancy Analysis

Figures 3 to 4 show redundancy values for the networks eur net239 and eur net266 under
diﬀerent designs. The results for ger net and nsf net are similar in characteristic to the
ones of eur net266.
The ﬁgures depict designs for p-cycles in comparison with designs for virtual rings
and dedicated path protection, the most prevalent recovery mechanism concepts in optical
networks. The ring designs are optimized in the same manner as for p-cycles. However,
as straddling links cannot protect working capacity, we substitute the entries of Φ for the
entries of Π in Constraints (3) and use the such modiﬁed joint optimization model (β
also applies). The dedicated path protection designs reserve two link-disjoint paths for a
demand unit and minimize the sum of all path-lengths (path length restrictions do not
apply).
The cost-weighted standard redundancy rcs makes a fair comparison between the designs possible. The ﬁgures include the (non-cost-weighted) redundancy r and the costweighted redundancy rc for p-cycles, and the degree-based bound 1/(d − 1).
In all four cases, p-cycles signiﬁcantly outperform the two other designs in the costweighted redundancy. While dedicated path protection and rings do not fall below 130%
and 100% cost-weighted redundancy, respectively, p-cycles can achieve as little as 38%
cost-weighted redundancy (eur net239).
In all redundancy measures, p-cycles achieve values below 40% in the eur net239
whereas the values stay (partially signiﬁcantly) above 50% in the other networks. We can
explain this by the diﬀerence in the (logical) redundancy r in conjunction with the 1/(d−1)
bound. Although (as derived in Section 4) the bound is only applicable if we can make
the homogeneity assumption, we can use it as an estimation of what (non-cost-weighted)
10
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Figure 3: Redundancy measures over deviation β for the eur net239.
redundancy we can reach at best (see also the capacity smoothing discussion below). We
calculate the degree-based bound as 27% for eur net239 while the bound is at least 50%
for the other networks. This supports that in networks with high nodal degrees, we can
choose from many protection path alternatives, and thus, are able to implement more
eﬃcient p-cycle designs than in networks with low nodal degrees. Note that the logical
redundancy for rings and dedicated path protection cannot fall below 100%.
It becomes apparent that the longer the paths are allowed to be, the better the results
are. As we allow more paths (i.e., longer paths), the optimization can choose from more
possibilities and, thus, is able to reach better results. The opposite aim is to keep paths
short, e.g., because of signal degradation eﬀects [14]. Therefore, in the ﬁgures, we can ﬁnd
a compromise between the contradicting aims. If, say, we allow β = 0.5, the cost-weighted
redundancy of all networks is close to the best case (β → ∞). In the step from β = 0
(equivalent non-joint design) to β = 0.2, which means a deviation of only 20%, p-cycles
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Figure 4: Redundancy measures over deviation β for the eur net266.
are already able to improve cost-weighted redundancy signiﬁcantly (in all cases except for
eur net239, it drops from a value over 110% to a value below 87%). We elaborate on the
chosen paths lengths below.
Another approach to decrease redundancy is to use a routing method that diﬀers from
shortest path routing and that is more suited to p-cycles. Reference [3] shows, for instance,
that routing that balances the load on the links is beneﬁcial to reduce p-cycle redundancy.
In the same interpretation as above, by giving up shortest paths, which means we give up
optimal working capacity, we are able to achieve better eﬃciency by this balancing routing,
and, thus, we approach optimal total capacity.
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6.2

Capacity Smoothing

In the following, we show a capacity smoothing eﬀect: The designs tend to realize homogeneous link capacity, for which the redundancy bound 1/(d − 1) applies (Section 4).
Figure 5 depicts three diﬀerent normalized capacity measures, which are related to (11).
The ﬁrst measure is the normalized standard deviation of the link capacity
1
|E|



|E|

σc =


e∈E

(we + pe )2 − (
1
|E|


e∈E


e∈E

(we + pe ))2
.

(we + pe )

(15)

It measures how widely the link capacities are dispersed relatively from the average link
capacity value. This value is zero for a true homogeneous link capacity network.
The second measure is the normalized standard deviation of the protection capacity on
links incident at nodes
σp =
1
|V |



|V |



(



p(m,n) )2 − (

m∈V (m,n)∈E

1 
|V |
m∈V (m,n)∈E





p(m,n) )2

m∈V (m,n)∈E

p(m,n)

.

(16)

This measure relates to the right-hand side of Inequality (11), i.e., it quantiﬁes how close
we are to the situation that every nodes sees the same protection capacity (independently
of the degree).
The third measure is the average nodal protection capacity to the average link capacity
ratio

1 
p(m,n)
|V |
m∈V (m,n)∈E
.
(17)
ρpc =
1 
(we + pe )
|E|
e∈E

We can associate the numerator with the left-hand side of Inequality (11), i.e., it is the
average protection capacity a nodes sees. The denominator determines the average link
capacity and represents the left-hand side of Inequality (11). If the ratio ρpc becomes closer
to one and σc in Expression (15) becomes closer to zero, Inequality (11), the homogeneous
link capacity inequality, becomes tighter.
Figure 5 shows the three measures σc , σp , and ρpc for the eur net239 design series from
above. Since the characteristics for the three other study networks are similar, we only
show the eur net239 results.
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The more we increase β, i.e., the more the optimization is able to route working paths as
needed, the lower all the measures tend to be. The decrease of the link capacity deviation σc
and the decrease of the node-related protection capacity deviation σp indicate link capacity
smoothing. Therefore, the optimization aims at lowering the dispersion of these values,
and thus, it approaches a homogeneous link capacity network design. Also the gap between
nodal protection capacity and link capacity becomes smaller (ρpc -curves).
Hence, we can conclude that an optimal p-cycle design aims to reach the homogeneous
link capacity case. This is supported by the aﬃnity to form large cycles (see below). In
fact, since for any link the sum of Constraints (2) and (4) is the same using Hamiltonian
p-cycles, networks deploying only Hamiltonian p-cycles are homogeneous in link capacity.
0.7
0.6
Capacity ratio

0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0
0.0

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 infinity
Maximum allowed relative deviation from shortest paths

σc , link capacity deviation
σp , nodal protection capacity deviation
ρpc − 1, nodal protection to link capacity ratio (shifted)

Figure 5: Normalized capacity measures over deviation β for the eur net239.
Note that a working capacity smoothing eﬀect has been found for general link-restoration
schemes in [7], where also joint optimization chose load-leveling on working paths without
any extreme deviation from the shortest paths.

6.3

Analysis of the Length of Working Paths

Figure 6 presents for the eur net239 what relative deviation from the shortest paths and
from the hop-minimal paths is on average present in the optimal results. The ﬁgure also
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shows the bounding value for the average relative deviation from shortest paths (bisector).
Again, the characteristics for the three other study networks are similar.
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Figure 6: Length deviation of working paths over deviation β for the eur net239.
We calculate the average relative deviation from shortest paths by
 

1



δ∈D

dδ

δ∈D q∈Qδ

fδ,q

lδ,q
min lδ,a

(18)

a∈Qδ

and the average relative deviation from the minimal-hop paths by
 

1



δ∈D

dδ

δ∈D q∈Qδ

fδ,q

hδ,q
min hδ,a

(19)

a∈Qδ

where hδ,a denotes the hop length of a path with indices δ ∈ D and a ∈ Qδ .
The results show that the paths are on average at most 10% longer in physical length
than the shortest paths. As the average relative deviation from shortest paths is signiﬁcantly lower than the maximum allowed relative deviation from shortest paths (bisector),
we conclude that only few paths require relaxation in physical length.
By increasing β, the average relative deviation from shortest paths increases monotonically while the average relative deviation from hop-minimal paths tends to decrease. We at15

tribute this to a substitution eﬀect: The more hops physical paths need, the more capacity
units p-cycles have to protect. Therefore, using working paths with slightly longer physical length but with less hops, the p-cycle capacity can decrease and the resulting total
cost-weighted capacity can decrease, too.

p-Cycle Length Distribution

7

Figure 7 shows for all networks the hop-length distribution of the number of selected
p-cycles in the optimal solution of the joint model (β → ∞).
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Figure 7: p-Cycle hop-length distributions for deviation β → ∞.
For all the networks, the optimal solution has a large amount of p-cycles with many
hops. This is in accordance with [4], stating that “there should be a signiﬁcant number
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of large [...] p-cycles.” In fact, all networks except for the eur net266 (which is not
Hamiltonian) have a signiﬁcant number of Hamiltonian p-cycles in the optimal solution.
For all networks excluding eur net239, a considerable number of shorter p-cycles is
present. p-Cycles with a low number of hops cannot cover as much working capacity
as p-cycles with a larger number of hops. We can reason the choice for these cycles by
high local traﬃc requirements (“demand hot-spots”). For each network, we can calculate
the amount of demand between the nodes of the small cycles with high capacity. In the
eur net266, only one 16-hop cycle (which is already a longer cycle) accounts for the high
p-cycle number in Figure 7(b). The demand between the nodes of the short cycles is 47%
of the total demand. Therefore, dedicated p-cycles can cover this locally appearing traﬃc
amount. Similar observations can be made for the two other networks. In the ger net, the
nodes of the 6-hop cycle and the 11-hop-cycle account for 16% and 45% of the demand,
respectively. In the nsf net, the nodes of the 4-hop cycle and the 6-hop-cycle account
for 18% and 20% of the demand, respectively. The diﬀerence in the number of smaller
p-cycles between eur net239 and the other networks can be attributed to the dependency
on the connectivity. A well meshed network (as the eur net239) can cover a number of
nodes with few long p-cycles, whereas a sparsely meshed network (e.g., one of the other
networks) requires for the same number of nodes many short p-cycles.

8

p-Cycles and p-Paths

In this section, we pursue a novel approach, which combines p-cycles with line segments.
We can regard them as degenerated p-cycles. Similarly to the name “p-cycle,” we call such
protecting line segment preconﬁgured protection path or “p-path.” A p-path is a path
obtained by removal of one edge of a cycle. p-Paths diﬀer from p-cycles in the protection
capacity and the protectable working capacity.
Figure 8 depicts an example of a p-path B-C-D-A. As for p-cycles, the p-path has one
protection capacity unit on its links. Unlike p-cycles, the p-path cannot protect these
(on-path) links. The p-path can only protect working capacity on straddling links. As
only one protection path is possible on the p-path, it can also protect only one working
capacity unit per straddling link. We can construct the p-path by removing link A-B from
p-cycle A-B-C-D-A. We call such a link “closure link.”
p-Paths can be operated by a slightly modiﬁed p-cycle protection switching protocol.
For correct operation, the protection paths for the straddling links have to be arbitrated
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Figure 8: Example for a p-path.
to follow the p-path.
For the design, we extend the joint model by additional variables
ñk,e ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .}, ∀k ∈ C, e ∈ E : πe ,k > 0

(20)

and we substitute Constraints (2) and (3) for
pe =

we ≤


k∈C


k∈C

πe,k nk +

φe,k nk +





(πe,k − δe ,e )ñk,e ,

k∈C e ∈E:πe ,k >0





∀e ∈ E

(21)

(σe,k + δe ,e )ñk,e ,

k∈C e ∈E:πe ,k >0

∀e ∈ E

(22)

where δe ,e indicates by δe ,e = 1 if e = e and zero otherwise.
We index the variables for the integer p-path units in (20) over the cycles and the closure
links. In comparison with Constraints (2) and (3), we add the p-path protection capacity
(as for p-cycles except for the closure links) in Constraints (21) and the p-path protectable
capacity (straddling links and closure links) in Constraints (22). p-Paths require at most
|C||E| additional integer variables.
The overall optimization model outputs an optimal combination of p-cycles in Expression (9) and p-paths in Expression (20), where we obtain each path from a corresponing
cycle by removing the cycle’s closure link e in Expression (20). We see the virtue of this
approach for capacity-restricted networks, in which some links have little or no capacity
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available for protection usage. An easy example is a congested link (exhausted by working
capacity) in a chain of degree-two nodes of a network where the other links in the chain
have no capacity to protect. While we may still ﬁnd a line segment protecting this link, we
cannot ﬁnd a true p-cycle to protect it. It can also be beneﬁcial for non-joint optimization,
for which working paths cannot be adjusted such that p-cycles achieve highest eﬃciency.
In addition, we highlight that the p-cycle with p-path optimization can calculate a lower
bound of the protection capacity an optimal p-cycle-only network truly needs, since there
are two cases for which an optimal p-cycle does not need all its protection capacity. The
ﬁrst case is that a p-cycle protects only straddling links with one working capacity unit.
Thus, we can spare the protection capacity which is needed by one of the straddling links’
protection path alternatives. The second case is that a p-cycle protects additionally one
working capacity unit on one of its on-cycle links. Thus, we can spare protection capacity
on this protected link. As p-paths cover both cases, the p-cycle with p-path optimization
is able to provide the bounding value.
For the four networks with unlimited capacity and a demand scaling of ten, we ﬁnd
that additional p-paths are able to lower the cost-weighted redundancy rc only in the nonjoint design. For the eur net266 and the ger net, this redundancy reduces by 2% and
8%, respectively, otherwise it stays constant. To exemplify the capacity-restricted case, we
limit the capacity of every link to 400 units in the ger net and assume a demand scaling of
one. In the non-joint design, no feasible solution is possible with only p-cycles. However,
we obtain a solution using both p-cycles and p-paths.

9

Conclusions

We investigated link-recovery p-cycles within case studies for WDM networks with full or
suﬃcient wavelength conversion. Using p-cycles is much more capacity eﬃcient than using
dedicated path protection or rings. The p-cycle redundancy signiﬁcantly drops if working
paths become slightly longer than the shortest paths. p-Cycle design tends to smooth link
capacity to approach link capacity homogeneity in the network. An optimal set of p-cycles
has a large portion of p-cycles with many hops, while at demand hot-spots shorter p-cycles
come in place. The approach of p-paths is able to support p-cycles in capacity-restricted
situations. p-Paths can be regarded as degenerated p-cycles, which avoid unused protection
capacity that can be present in p-cycle-only networks.
The numerical results indicate that p-cycles seem to be particularly useful for WDM
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networks in two main respects. Firstly, working paths can be kept short and still the
best-case results are nearly attained, which can facilitate transmission engineering dealing
with limitations due to signal degradation eﬀects. Secondly, optimal p-cycle design tends
to smooth capacity to achieve homogeneous capacity. In the short and mid term, we deal
with WDM networks with single transmission systems per physical link. As transmission
systems typically oﬀer a ﬁxed number of wavelength channels, we can regard WDM networks as homogeneous capacity networks. Hence, p-cycles are able to eﬃciently exploit
this capacity and can avoid costly installation of parallel transmission systems.
Further work can consider the concept of p-paths in more detail. While the consideration of p-cycles in networks with dynamic traﬃc is also an important reseach topic,
we note that the above results also apply for dynamic networks which use the concept of
“protected working capacity envelope” [22].
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